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SINUS ARABIAN STUD
by Anette Mattsson

Sinus Arabian Stud is situated one hour from
the capital city Stockholm in the beautiful town
Malmköping in Sweden. Håkan, Annika and one
of their sons, Sebastian, lives at and operates this
beautiful farm that lies next to the pictureque
lake Västersjön with the forest surrounding the
pastures and stables. The scenic surroundings are
a perfect place for horse breeding with fairytale
forests to walk in and large pastures where the
foals can play and grow.
The stud was founded in 2003 and the first Polish-bred mare arrived at Sinus in 2007 when
they bought Escuela (Pesal x Escalanta/Grandorr) at the monthly auction at Michalow Stud
with her colt Escapar (by Gaspar) at side. Escuela was bred to the great Ekstern (Monogramm x
Ernestyna/Piechur) before she was exported to
Sweden and in 2008 she had the filly Esterna.
Esterna was sold to Polia Arabians in Poland in
2019 and has been very successful in the showring at the shows in Ströhen and Krakow. Escuela made a huge impact on Annika, Håkan and
Sebastian and the interest for the Polish Arabian
horse grew.
One line that impressed them was the mare
Palestra (Penitent x Patera/Bandos) and her
daughters. During one of Anette Mattsson´s trips
to California she found the perfect mare for Sinus
- the Michalow-bred great mover EVG Palagranta, imported in utero to California and Evergreen
Arabians. She is sired by Polish National Champion Stallion Emigrant (Ararat x Emigrantka/
Eukaliptus) and out of 2004 Polish Highselling
lot Palestyna (Monogramm x Palestra/Penitent).

Kresz
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Ernera has so far being a mother of colts but hopefully she will deliver a filly in 2020.

In 2012 Sinus decided to go strictly along the
path using great Polish mares by creating a
foundation of mares from Poland with the help
of Polish Arabian horse expert Anette Mattsson.
The plan was to select strong mare families with
the qualities and looks that they liked with a lot
of movements and to select mares with great
mothers. They bought Gazira (Eldon x Gehenna/Monogramm) and Elekcja (Etogram x Europa/Bandos) at the Autumn Auction at Janów
Podlaski, both with great dams - the Australian
Champion Mare Gehenna (Monogramm x Gizela/Palas) is the full sister to Georgia and both
have been great producers. Elekcja´s dam Europa (Bandos x Eunice/Comet) was the full sister
to legendary Eukaliptus and Europa was one of
Janów Podlaski´s most celebrated broodmares as
the dam of Europejczyk (by El Paso), Euzebia
(by Palas) Eurol (by Alegro) and Europejka (by
Ernal). Both Gazira and Elekcja have daughters
at the farm - Epomia of Sinus (by Pomian),
Gazqoria (by Equator) and Ghenna of Sinus (by
Fadi Al Shaqab).
In January 2013 Anette attended the montly
sale at Michalow and managed to get two mares with stellar pedigrees to Sinus - the only fullsister to Ekstern, the grey mare Ernera and the
last daughter of the legendary Emigracja (Palas x
Emisja/Carycyn), El Kahira (by Piber). El Kahira
left one daughter at Sinus prior to her untimely
death, a bay filly named Elqviria (by Equator).
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Sinus attended the Pride of Poland sale for the
first time in 2013 and two mares were added to
their growing group of Polish jewels when Krasnica (QR Marc x Kasjopeja/Eldon) and Zlota
Orda (Pesal x Zagrobla/Monogramm) were purchased. Krasnica arrived to Sweden in foal to the
young stallion Empire (Enzo x Emira/Laheeb)
and the result was a great moving grey colt named Kresz. Kresz was successfully shown as a
yearling awarded with the titles Scandinavian
Open Yearling Silver Champion and Swedish
National Junior Silver Champion. In 2019 Kresz
was leased to Bialka Stud in Poland to serve there as a sire for two seasons.
Zlota Orda was in foal to Equator (QR Marc x
Ekliptyka/Ekstern) when she arrived to Sweden
and in 2014 and 2015 she got fillies by Equator,
Zlota Helena and Zlota Equina of Sinus.
Krasnica is a chestnut great moving mare very
similar to her illustrous granddam Kwestura (Monogramm x Kwesta/Pesennik). She has
been named Nordic Open Liberty Champion
Mare, Swedish National Bronze Champion Mare
and Swedish National Liberty Champion. Her
daughter Kadira of Sinus (by Fadi Al Shaqab)
was named Cracow International Gold Champion Yearling Filly in 2018 shown by Pawel Kozikowski and was sold to Polia Arabians in 2019.
Her full brother Kadir of Sinus arrived at JP Training Center in Poland in September and will be
shown as a two-year old by Pawel in 2020.
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At the Pride of Poland 2014 Sinus bought a very
precious and valuable mare when they added
Wieza Marc’a (QR Marc x Wieza Marzen/Ekstern) to their brood mare band. Wieza Marc’a
is the full sister to Michalow´s super star Wieza
Mocy, the 2019 reigning Polish National Gold
Champion. Wieza Marc’a was shown in 2016
by Glenn Schoukens under Sinus banner and
was rewarded with 92.64 points and All Nations
Cup Festival Crowd Favourite Senior Mares in
Aachen and a prestigious 2nd place at the World
Championships in Paris. Wieza Marc’a has also
shown her value as a broodmare as the dam of
two valuable daughters - Wieza Eden of Sinus
(by Eden C) and Wieza Kahila by Sinus (by Kahil Al Shaqab). When the opportunity came at
the 2019 Pride of Poland Auction to buy Wieza
Marc’as dam Wieza Marzen (Ekstern x Wiazma/
Arbil), Sinus bought her as the high-selling lot at
the Summer Sale. Wieza Marzen arrived at Sinus
in September in foal to Morion (Kahil Al Shaqab
x Mesalina/Ekstern) and she came together with
another precious mare that already proven herself as a broodmare - the bay Janów Podlaskibred Perla (Ganges x Petla/Visbaden), a maternal
sister to Pogrom and the dam of the succesful
show-filly Praga (by Vitorio TO). Perla is in foal
to Polish National Champion Alert (Piaff x Andaluzja/Sanadik El Shaklan) for an early 2020 foal.
When Wieza Marc’a came to Sinus at the end of
2014 she also had a Janów Podlaski-mare as a
travel companion - the black Bastra (Ganges x
Basta/Ararat). She has so far got three beautiful
black offspring by the exotic Magnic Magnifique, two fillies and in 2019 she had the very promising colt Bastian of Sinus.
In 2016 Janów Podlaski offered the young beautiful Ballena (Kahil Al Shaqab x Belgica/Gazal
Al Shaqab) for sale. She was named Saint Petersbourg International Cup Junior Silver Champion
Mare earlier in May and this young promising
filly was one of the gems offered at the auction.
Sinus was thrilled to welcome her to Sweden and
in 2017 she was shown by Pawel Kozikowski
being a class winner at Prague Intercup with 92.5
points and all 20´s for movement.

Perla
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Krasnica has been one of the most valuable mares at Sinus and it was a joy to welcome her beautiful
flea-bitten dam Kasjopeja (Eldon x Kwestura/Monogramm) to Sweden when they bought her at the
Winter Auction at Michalow in December 2016. She was in foal to Empire for the same combination
as Kresz and she had the colt Kemir of Sinus in May 2017. It was devastating when the farm lost this
regal mare a year later when Kasjopeja was lost during foaling.
Two new dam families were introduced in 2017 when Sinus bought the famous Janów Podlaski-bred
Etira (Eden C x Etnologia/Gazal Al Shaqab) and Michalow-bred El Dorella (Eden C x El Dorada/
Sanadik El Shaklan). Etira was in foal to Pomian (Gazal Al Shaqab x Pilar/Fawor) and produced a
pretty great moving filly named Epira of Sinus. Epira made her debut in the showring in 2019 shown
by Pawel and she was the class winner at her debut show in Ströhen and was 2nd in her class close
behind the winner at the Cracow International Show.
El Dorella was in foal to Ekstern and had a grey filly born in January 2018 named El Dora of Sinus.
She will be a valuable addition to the group of broodmares not only for being a granddaughter of the
legendary El Dorada but also as a precious daughter of the great Ekstern.
2019 was an exciting year for Sinus with Ballena having her first foal, a colt by Fadi Al Shaqab and
both Etira and El Dorella had beautiful fillies by Wadee Al Shaqab.
Sweden has always been known for their great Polish Arabian horses and was during the heydeys called ”Little Poland”. With the impressive collection of broodmares handpicked from the Polish State
Studs Sinus Arabians will carry on to breed great moving beautiful horses of Polish bloodlines in the
fairytale magical forests in Sweden.

Krasnica
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Sebastian Forssell with Ballena
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Krasnica

Håkan, Annika and Annette
On the left Sebastian Forssell with Zlota Orda
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Zlota Orda
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